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Bend to Baja documents a surf-inspired road trip along the West Coast of North America. In
February 2005, a group of world-renowned surfers left Ventura, California, for Bend, Oregon.
From Oregon, the crew worked its way south to the tip of Baja, looking for waves and traveling in
a pickup truck converted to run on alternative fuel sources: veggie oil and biodiesel.Jeff
Johnson, along with Chris, Keith, and Dan Malloy, experienced a road trip centered on surfing,
climbing, and camping. Along the way, they met an array of characters, found rich, road-
weathered experiences, and endured setbacks, all against the backdrop of a captivating ocean.
Bend to Baja chronicles their journey and a nontraditional lifestyle centered on the search for
waves.

“These folks are colorful and resourceful and well chronicled by the very talented photographer
and writer (surfer and climber, too) Jeff Johnson. . . . In short, this is a fun book about a trip that
any one of us would have been stoked to experience.” —Drew Kampion, author of The Surfer’s
PathAbout the AuthorJeff Johnson grew up in Danville, California, and moved to Hawaii as soon
as he graduated high school. He lived on the North Shore of Oahu for fifteen years, where he
juggled two jobs: a North Shore City and County lifeguard and an international flight attendant
for a commercial airline. These two jobs provided him a unique lifestyle. As a traveler, self-taught
writer and photographer, Jeff has combined these talents to chronicle his experiences. His
stories and photographs have appeared in The Wall Street Journal, The Surfer’s Journal,
Alpinist, Surfer magazine, Climbing magazine, and Outside magazine. The Surfer's Journal has
described him as “a piece of true grit,” and someone who “doesn't back down when sketching
the seamier side of the surf ghetto.” Bend to Baja was his first book when it published in 2006.
Jeff’s second book, 180° South: Conquerors of the Useless, is a coffee table book as well as a
documentary film.Jeff now resides in Santa Barbara, California, where he works full-time for
Patagonia, Inc. as a staff photographer, writer, and assists with product development. He divides
his time between the mountains and the ocean. His website is jeffjohnsonstories.com.
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Pages 5 - 8 are not included in this sample. Pages 20 - 219 are not included in this
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The Surfer's Guide to Baja Let My People Go Surfing: The Education of a Reluctant
Businessman - Including 10 More Years of Business Unusual
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Edwin, “A sweet trip. The book is short and easy to read.It’s a sweet trip through Jeff’s
adventurous life.The golden times somehow”

S E K, “saving our planet can be fun. this book is a real inspiration for those who can't think of
enough ways to save our planet, the story is true, the drawings are great and the photos really
tell their own story of camping, surfing and acquiring natural fuels.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The photos were first class and very moving.. The photos were first
class and very moving. This book exemplified the saying that "every picture is worth a thousand
words"”

Michael Massie, “Five Stars. awesome journal. looked like a great time.”

Jacob, “Five Stars. Amazing. Great read”

Drew Kampion, “Next Time, Take Me with You!. Nostalgic, scrapbook-style volume documenting
the journey of a crew of surfers and climbers on a six-week road trip from Ventura, California to
Bend, Oregon, then a U-turn and back south through California and down the full length of the
Baja peninsula to Cabo San Lucas ... and then back to Del Norte. The surfing-climbing nexus
reflects Patagonia, Inc.'s copyright on the book.These folks (three Malloy brothers, their cousin
Tim Nuanes, Patagonia surf ambassador Crystal Thornburg, surfer/shaper Ben Lemke, and
artist Elissa Pfost) are colorful and resourceful and well chronicled by the very talented
photographer and writer (surfer and climber, too) Jeff Johnson. Johnson and the Malloys have
covered a large swath of the Earth together, and the results are always compelling. These guys
surf great and look good doing it.Along the way, the core crew surf Mavericks, climb the Monkey,
and do a lot of camping in really sweet places. They also encounter an array of hard-core
characters, including climbers Ivo Ninov and Brittany Griffith, boarder Gerry Lopez, and
controversial (don't ask) surf author Dan Duane.Keith Malloy's big Dodge runs on veggie oil,
Tim's funky '79 Toyota truck cum camper runs on gas, and the humans run on organic food and
adrenaline.Despite a certain self-conscious retro feel (sort of like an extended Patagonia catalog
shoot), there are a bunch of cool portraits, some very nice surf shots, lots of funky oddball
images, great little art pieces by former Patagonia employee Pfost, and a luscious piece of intro
writing by Scott Hulet. The bendtobaja.com website is pretty sweet, too.In short, this is a fun
book about a trip that any one of us would have been stoked to experience.- Drew Kampion for
The Surfer's Path [[...]”

D. Stroh, “Green is Good. Bend to Baja captures the essence of the Pacific Coast outdoor sports
road trip. Explore remote Pacific Coast Baja and thrill to see a very personal experience



reflected in these pages. Go Green.”

scotty, “whats with the price. ive read bits of this book and came to the conclusion that i want to
read it in its entirety. WHAT THE HELL IS WITH THE PRICE starting at 90 and going up to the
high 200's. that is rediculous. i recommend anyone who wants this book to do what i did. contact
the publisher and order it from them. its only 29.99 from them. really who pays 200 and some
odd dollars for a book released in 2006?”

The book by Gillian Price has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 27 people have provided feedback.
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